
  Nail MuseNail Muse
A La Carte
Regular Polish Change
Removals
Paraffin Hot Wax
Gel Polish Change
Trim & Shape
Shaping
Buff & Shine
French
Deep French
Nail Trim
Nail Repair
Designs (Request for Quotes)

$17
$15
$10
$27
$10+
$5+
$5
$10+
$25+
$5+
$10+

Gel
Classic Gel Mani 
Deluxe Gel Mani 
Luxury Gel Mani 
Collagen Golden Gel  
Gel Polish Change
Acrylic Gel Polish- 
Change

                         

$40
$50
$58
$68
$27
$32

Kids
10 years old and younger

Manicure
Gel Manicure 
Pedicure 
Gel Pedicure
Polish Change
Gel Polish Change  

$15
$35
$30
$43
$10
$20

Fill-In
Color Powder Fill-In
Acrylic w/ Gel Fill-In
Ombre Fill-in
Poly Gel Fill
Builder Gel Fill-In

$50+
$55+
$50+
$65+
$70+

Full Set
Color Powder Set
Acrylic w/ Gel Set
Ombre Set
Poly Gel
Gel X
Builder Gel 
 

$55+
$60+
$65+
$70+
$75+
$75+

Dip Powder
SNS
SNS & Mani
SNS Ombre

$50+
$60+
$65+



Class i c
Basic nails/cuticles maintenance for men and women keep
hands looking and feeling soft  with the invigorating massage.

Deluxe  
Our Classic Manicure with a signature touch! Starting with the
treatment of the nails and cuticles,  followed by a mask
treatment wrapped in hot towels leaving your hands feeling
soft,  and ending with a nice massage of the hands and heated
lavender neck wrap for ultimate relaxation.

Luxury 
Our Deluxe Manicure with a royal upgrade by pampering your
hands in a warm paraffin wax bath to alleviate arthritis pain,
muscle aches,  and swelling leaving you with revitalized and
softer hands.  Followed by a heated lavender neck wrap. Finish
with a relaxing hands massage,

Collagen Golden
Gold spa is the symbol for wealth,  well-being strength,  and
warmth. Gold renews and revitalizes.  The golden shimmer
projects against environmental damage.  The skin immune
system is strong.  Scientific findings of the medical action of
gold were the inspiration for a gold spa treatment.
 This exceptional manicure will  take you to heaven with a
heated lavender neck wrap and all  Organic Golden products
include natural extract mask nourished in a soothing scented
hot towel.  Also pair with our natural collagen gloves using
natural oil  and buttercream. Finish with relaxing 
hand massage.

Manicure
All of  our manicures includes trimming,  shaping,  and filing 

of nails,  cuticle treatment,  and regular polish.

$25

$35

$45

$55



SpaSpa
Paraffin Wax
Includes soaking in pearl bath, shaping, and
cuticle care followed by exfoliating  pearl sugar
scrub and callus treatment. Followed by a  
pearl mud mask treatment wrapped in scented
hot towels then relax with our hot stones
massage. Topping it off with our paraffin hot
wax with bamboo stick massage and massages.

Honey & Milk
Start with soaking in a milk bath, then an
exfoliating  sugar scrub and callus treatment.
Followed by a honey mask wrapped hot towels.
Ending with a relaxing hot stone massage, then
paraffin hot wax, bamboo stick massage as well
as a massage. 

CollagenGolden
This exceptional pedicure will take you to
heaven with a  healing herbal neck wrap and all
organic golden products including a natural
organic scent scrub with Vitamin E and natural
extract mask nourished in a soothing hot towel
wrap. Also pair with our natural collagen boot
and hot stones using an all natural oil and
butter cream to surely awaken your senses.
This pedicure is completed with our paraffin
wax with bamboo stick massage, and more
massage. 

Express 
Includes soaking, shaping, cuticle care and
callus removal followed by exfoliating  sugar
scrub, then hot towel wrapped and ending
with a foot massage.

Deluxe
An upgrade from our Express Pedicure with  
callus treatment. Moreover, a  mud mask
wrapped in scented hot towels and finishing
with massage.

Fresh Citrus
Begin with soaking in citrus bath, then basic
cuticle care, then exfoliate using fresh orange
slices and  citrus sugar scrub, followed by a
callus treatment, citrus mask wrapped in hot
towel. Finishing off with hot stones and
massage.

Jelly Spa
Includes basic cuticle care. Start with soaking
in a warm jelly bath, then exfoliating with our
pearl sugar scrub, callus treatment, and pearl
mud mask wrapped in hot towels. Finishing
off with our hot stones, bamboo stick, and
massage 

Add Ons
Fullset Toe Nails: $55 / Fills: $50

2 Acrylic Big Toe Nails: $15 / Fill: $10
French Tip: $10  / Deep French: $15

Jelly Beads: $10
Paraffin: $10

Collagen Gloves/Boots: $10
Buff & Shine: $5

Gel: $15

$38

$48

$58

$68

$68

$80

$100



Lashes &WaxingLashes &Waxing

Eyebrows
Lip
Chin
Sideburns
Full Face
Stomach 
Chest
Back
Underarms
Half Arms
Full Arms
Half Legs
Full Legs
Bikini

$15+
$10+
$15+
$25+
$45+
$25+
$35+
$45+
$25+
$40+
$50+
$45+
$60+
$35+

Waxing

Lashes
$20
$50+

$140+

$160+

$180+

$200+

$35

Fullstrip
Cluster Lash
Single Extension Classic

Full Set
refill  2 weeks (8-14 days)
refill  3 weeks (15-21 days)
refill  4 weeks (22-28 days)

Hybrid Full Set
refill  2 weeks (8-14 days)
refill  3 weeks (15-21 days)
refill  4 weeks (22-28 days)

Volume/ Wispy Full Set
refill  2 weeks (8-14 days)
refill  3 weeks (15-21 days)
refill  4 weeks (22-28 days)

Mega Full Set
refill  2 weeks (8-14 days)
refill  3 weeks (15-21 days)
refill  4 weeks (22-28 days)

Eyebrows Tinting & Waxing

$70
$85
$100+

$80
$90
$120+

$80
$90
$120+

$90
$110
$140+



PoliicyPoliicy
Guarante e
Please remember,  nails are jewels,  not tools.  Be kind to
your nails and they will  look
beautiful for weeks after your service.

Enhancements,  gel polish manicures,  dipping and other
nail  services are guaranteed to fix within 7 days of your
initial  service.  If  you notice breakages,  chips,  lifting or
any other issues within this time, please call  us to
schedule a free repair appointment with original color
of service.
We will  not be responsible after 7 days without notice.
Repairs after guarantee time for breakages,  tears,  and
any other issues will  be charged.
Traditional polish services are not guaranteed.

Refund
If  you are unsatisfied with your nails,  please make us
aware of it  before you pay.  We will  adjust them to your
satisfaction,  removing any enhancements or coating
that have been applied if  needed. Absolutely no refund
will  be given on any products or services.
All  items purchased are final and non-returnable.


